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Preface
Let us understand the Universe!
Q1. Why
universe?

should

anyone

understand

A1.
To lead the life in peace. Life, is
otherwise described variously like :
Treading through a dark premise with ups
& downs where we are injured.
A struggle to float in a ocean.
Q2. Why, not many people are keen to
know the universe?
A2. There are trillions of lives in the
universe. There are all created with a
purpose to serve the Creator!.
Normally the lives are under the spell of
the great force called Maya. This force
creates illusions in the lives.
There are a few who escape the influence
of Maya for good reasons! This book is
meant for those escapees!
Q3: How do one benefit by understanding
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the true nature of the universe.
A3: This can be answered through a lifesituation that one can easily imagine!
Thanks to Maya, our mind is filled with wrong
knowledge and ignorance. This is compared
to treading through a dark tunnel injuring
ourselves in every step that we put forward.
The truth is like a light that brighten the
dark premise.
Q4 After understanding Universe, can one
become a saint?
A4: One who understand Universe, become a
seeker. That sets one on their journey in the
Spiritual path! Needs to travel a long way to
become a saint!
In this book we will be discussing the nature
of Universe and the lives in it.
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PART I
Introductory Chapters
The Man - Maya - Mystics
(The Chapters in Part I of this book will
be repeated in most of my writings on
Spirituality).
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Chapter 1

Life in Universe!
The Man and Mystic

There are several life forms in the universe.
Each of which has different life-spans
and occupy various extents of space in the
universe.
The man is just one among the many.
What do the lives do in the universe?
There are two types of people
Mystics.

Man and

Metaphorically, the lives run
creator!

for their

The creator has created every one of the
specie for a definite purpose. The lives are
provided with knowledge & skills.
For
the
reasons
of
effectively
controllinthoseg the lives, created a force
that limit the knowledge and abilities to the
extent that is required from time to time.
There are two types of people among us. The
bulk of it, are those who under the spell of
Maya.
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There are the others, a few among us who
are known as seekers! They, become mystics
in their course of search for the Truth!
The mystics can be thought of as rebels
among us! They defy the control or influence
of Maya in order to know the truth. The
true form of universe is revealed to these
lives in the universe. Those who seek stop
their (metaphorical) “running” for their
creator.
(The seekers are always small in number.
When the number of those who are revealed
become large, the creator must be getting
troubled)!
Seekers have a role!
The seekers are in small number. They
themselves do not run because they cease
to be under the spell of Maya. But yet, they
are useful to the creator in their own way.
How?
The Lives, blinded by Maya, are on the run
for their creator. They are injured and
their run comes to a halt.
The seekers, known as saints, sufi, sage,
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Zen masters heal the injured lives and make
them run with their full force.

Chapter 2
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Maya the force
The universe has an engine or a power
source called Maya!
Every one of us, (the way we are created)
are capable of looking at the Universe in
full. The Maya, for a very valid reason,
through the tricks she plays ma
ke us blind to the true form of Universe.
The mystics tell us that the Maya hides
the truth from every one of the lives in the
universe.
What is that truth that the Maya hides
from the lives?
The true form and nature of the
universe is hidden from the lives.
(Allowing merely a partial, limited and
distorted perception of the universe)
The lives, further, are influenced by Maya
with falsehood so that they serve the
needs of the creator.
It is possible to compare the horses that
we tame and use are fixed with blinders!
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They have faculty of see but turned blind
to serve the need of its master!

Maya, the blinder to lives!
The Maya’s are like Blinder that
is put-on to domesticated horses.
These horses take part in race and
also deployed in farms and for
pulling cart.

With the blinder on, the horse
moves, strictly, in the direction
and pace set by its master.
The lives blinded by Maya undertake a
metaphorical run for their creator.
Due the influence of Maya, every of the
lives believe that they
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live for themselves,
live by their knowledge and abilities,
		
and also that
they are born to achieve a great goal!
Maya is the force that cause the lives
in the universe to run as per a script, (a
predetermined steps)
The Eastern mystics say that there are
60 million (6 Crore) tricks that the Maya
plays.
Maya is explained as working in two ways:
(1) Hiding
truth..

the truth; (2) falsehood as

A book titled Illusion - Maya explains a
few most significant tricks of Maya.
Maya can be compared to the Horseblind.
Maya defiers!
There are a few, among us who pursue the
Science, for a living. There are the few
who can realize that the Sense Perceived
world is an insignificant of the True
Universe. These few could benefit from
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vedic scriptures.
There are always a class of people all over
the world, all the time known as seekers.
They knew that there is a world larger than
what the eyes could perceive. They know
that the Veil of Maya hide the true universe
from them. They are busy learning the ways
of tearing the Veil of Maya.
Maya a veil or Wall?
For most of us, to every common man, Maya
is felt as a strong impenetrable wall.
Truly, the Maya can be seen as a Veil that
moves some times (say, a breeze) with great
ease.
Very often, the veil of Maya moves to expose
us the universe, the truth, a little more than
what we normally perceive. Either we fail to
take note of it or ignore them. Even most of
those who took note of the truth exposed
by veil of Maya forget them.
Those who take note and remember, are
alert and look for the next move become a
seeker only to grow into a man-of-knowledge.
Such individuals, spend their time, effort
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and resouces to break the wall (tear the
veil of) Maya.
Maya won’t yield, so easily.
Every life is equipped with capabilities to
learn & think so that it can act into the
universe the way it is designed. But this
capabilities can help a person to break the
wall of Maya and thus, become a man-ofknowledge.
But, Maya has her own ways to prevent
maximum number of lives from becoming
man-of-knowledge.
Man-of-knowledge
Those who became men-of-knowledge, stops
the metaphorical run for the creator. They
do not indulge in any act that most other
lives indulge in. But most of the men-ofknowledge, if not all of them, having stopped
running help the lives around them to heal
the wounds and run efficiently.
Thus, help the lives of the common man who
are injured in their Run for the creator.
Perhaps win the favor of celestial entities
and get elevated to higher plane of living!
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Knowledge:
There is a different way of looking at
people. Classifying the people depending
upon their level of knowledge.
There are three levels of knowledge.
(1) Knowledge limited by sensory organs.
(2) Knowledge bordering sensory perceptions
and into beyond sense perceptions. The
scientists and philosophers possess this
knowledge. They, over a period of time
graduate to type (3) knowledge below.
(3) The knowledge entirely into a realm
beyond Sense perceptible world.
Vedic knowledge on Universe.
Vedic Scripts contain knowledge which are
typically of type 3, described above.
This knowledge is beyond the comprehension
of any common man. Common man form the
majority of the human lives on earth.
The common man can be best described
as anyone who lives within the boundaries
set by the Sensory organs. The Men-ofknowledge, the saints described every
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